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The probabilit y distribution for the envelope of t he received s ignal composcd of re fl ec
t ions from man y meteor tra ils is derived t heore tically. Both t he effects of nu merou , s ma ll 
meteors and the residu al refl ections from infrequen t , large meteors are treated imu lt a neousl.v. 
For th e par t icular exa mple of expon ent ial decay of ini t ia l spikes whi ch a re themselves dis
t ribu ted as the inverse square of t heir a mpli t udes, we find t hat t he probab ili ty t ha t t he 
co mpos ite residual signal a mpli t ude exceeds a prescribed level r is given by 

P (R > r ) 
1 

This fun ction behaves as a R ayleigh dis tribu t ion for small ampli t ud e ma rgins 1". Fo r t hp 
larger, less likely a mpli t udes it agrees wit h t he r esult predicted by elementary a na lys is of 
isolated meteor r efl ec t ions. P ossible refin ement s of t hese r esul t s a re also di scussed . A 
seco nd paper wi ll d iscuss t ime co rrelat ion of composite meteor s ignals at diA'ere nt t imes. 

1. Introduction 

Backsca ttering of radiowaves by m eteor trails in 
the E r egion of th e ionosphere is a valuable direct 
means for studying m eteors. VHF signals are also 
propagated obliquely to as far as 1,500 km by oblique 
r efl ec tions from the same meteor trails. Signals 
r eflected from th e larges t m eteors ar e easily recog
nized as individual spikes in amplitud e r ecords. 
There are also overlapping signal contributions from 
mu ch smaller m eteors which canno t b e so distin
guished. 

The smaller m eteors have been suggested as a 
possible source of th e continuous background signal 
observed on th e VHF scatter circuits . To dis
ti11 guish b etween the signal du e to turbulence and 
tha t due to small meteors, the cumulative probability 
distribution for signal ampli tudes has been m easured 
for narrow beams directed bo th on and off a great 
circle pa th. However , a theoretical dis tribution for 
overlapping meteors does no t seem to have been 
developed thus far , and this paper is addressed to 
that problem . 

~ The very small m eteors can be analyzed if one 
considers only th e meteor si&nals which arrive at the 
precise ins tan t of signal evaluation. A vector com
bination of many randomly oriented (phased ) signal 
vectors is known to follow a Rayleigh distribu tion. 
The corresponding probability th a t the ech o signal 
lies in the range R to R + dR is: 

Small: 

where 
(1.2) 

1 Co ntri but ion from Space Technology Laboratories, I nc. , P .O. Box 95001, 
Los Angeles 45, Cali f. 
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is the mean squ are vol tage in the ensemble of meteor 
echoes. Al though this descrip tion does r ecognize a 
distribution of meteor signals, it is defi cient in that it 
ignores th e residu al effect of meteor signals cr ea ted 
prior to th e m easuring instan t. Even though such 
sig nals may h ave experienced appreciable decay , 
their combined effect m ay make a si.gnificant contl'i
bu tion to the dis tribu tion . This is especially tru e of 
the larger m eteors , which have a poorer chance of 
occurring precisely at the instan t of m easuremen t, 
al though their r esidual signal may s t ill be com
paratively large. 

The very large m eteors can b e trea ted as isolated 
random events. '1'be probability of r eceiving such 
an echo sign al wi th an iniLial pulse height lying' 
between p and p + dp (vol ts) is experimentally found 
to follow a distribu tion of th e form 

Q 
D (p) cl p= p 2+. clp, (1.3) 

where the parameter € is commonly taken to be 
zero for analytical convenien ce. Th e residu al signal 
left after t seconds is adequa tely d escribed by an 
exponential d ecay of the initial spikc p . 

(1.4) 

where 1/ is th e characteri stic (clifl'usion) decay time 
of the meteor trail itself . The pl'ob abilit), that Lhe 
resid ual sign al exceeds a prescribed level r is thus an 
in terlocking marginal average ovel' th e distribu tion 
of observing a signal of exac tl .\~ s lrcng th p and the 
probabili ty of h aving r ecei ved a n echo at all. Sin ce 
th e echoes are found to occur at r andom a t an average 
raLe 11, 

J, ro f ro Q 
P (R > r) = dt ll clpD (p )= II 'Y/ -

o r/e- t' - r 
(1.5) 



The distribu tion W(R) for the signal produced by 
large isolated m eteor echoes is obtained from this 
result by different iation . 

dR 
Large: W(R)clR = vrJQ R 2 (l.6) 

This form is evidently quite different in nature 
from the Rayleigh distribution (l. 1) ascribed to the 
smaller meteor contributions. However , these two 
results will emerge as asympto tic beh aviors of a 
distribution which accounts for the effect of both the 
large and small meteors simultaneously . This dis
tribution is derived in section 3, after the basic 
probabilistic expressions are developed in section 2. 
The bivariate probability density function for 
observing two m eteor echo signals within prescribed 
ranges at different times will be discussed in a second 
paper on the subject. 

2 . General Amplitude Distribution 
Expressions 

To derive the statistical distribution of the fading 
signal amplitude produced by a variety of meteor 
signals, one must recognize a spectrum of echo signal 
strengths in vario us stages of decay. It is convenient 
to tabulate the random occurrence of each meteor 
echo according to the envelope amplitude P with 
which the echo firs t appears. A typical sequ ence of 
meteor echoes is so separated in figure 1. The 
individual signals are randomly phased as they arrive, 
but figure 1 plots only the envelope magnitudes, 
independent of phase. The larger , less frequent 
signals are plot ted on the top line as they m ight occur 
in time; with the smaller, more ireq ueut echoes 
plotted on the lower scales. Actually, we shall wish 
to deal with a continuum of initial echo amplitudes 
p, and one should really show an infinite number of 
traces to handle each signal size interval P to p+ clp. 

At any given time, the total measured signal is the 
vector summation of the individual residual signals 
produced by each meteor in all size classes. Of 
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course, the pulses which occur closest to the measur
ing instant produce the greatest remnan t signals. 
On the other hand, there are an infini te number of 
very small signal remnants in the receiver from all 
previous meteors which may well contribute signifi
cantly to the composite total signal. To calculate 
the precise distribution in which both effects take 
their balanced roles, we usc the Markoff method. 
The application of this method to the meteor echo 
problem follows closely Chandrasekhar's derivation of 
the Holtzmark distribution 1 for stellar attractive 
forces. 

Consider first a finite time interval T prior to the 
time of measurement. The number of meteors 
which are likely to have occurred during this fixed 
interval is, of course, a random variable. Let us 
suppose, however, that exactly Nmeteor echoes occur 
in this interval. Since the meteor echoes form a 
Markoff process of small probability, one can argue I 

that the probability of observing exactly N echoes ' 
in a fixed interval T should follow a Poisson distribu
t ion . 

(2. 1) 

The average number of m eteors to be expected in an 
interval Tis vT, and this estimate becomes sharper ' 
as this interval is lengthened. Let us assume that 
N is fixed for the moment, and label the individu al 
lneteor echoes by a subscript i. The residual vector 
signal S , remaining at the m easuring instan t to 

-7 

produced by an initial pulse Pi at tilne ti becomes: 

-7 -7 

S ;=PiF(to-t;), (2 .2) 

where F( T) is the form factor which describes the 
temporal decay of the initial pulse. The composite 
signal at to is the vector sum of all N residual signals. 

N -7 

R=~Si ' (2.3) 
i= l 

According to :Markoff's method, the probability 
-7 

distribution for the total measured vector R at 
time to is the two-dimension al Fourier transform of 
a fini te product taken over the set of initial echoes. 

(2.4) 

wh ere 

(2.5) 

In the definition of A(k), the averagmg brackets 
must sum over all possible : (1) times of echo oc
currence t tl (2) initial echo vector pulse amplitude 
-7 

Ph and (3) total number of echoes N in the interval 

F I GURE 1. Typical occurrence history of individual meteor 1 s. Chandrasckhar, Stochast ic problems in physics and astronomy, Rev. Mod . 
echoes ananged according to increasing initial pulse height. Phys. 15, 1 (1943). 
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-7 

. T . The initi al pulses P i ftr e indep enden t of on e 
I anoLllCr, since mul tiple (i .e., t mil-to-trail) scattering 

is ftpp ftr en tly unimpo rtant, ftnd t here is insignifican t 
gravitational in teraction betwee n t he m eteors. The 
infini te product t hus b ecomes: 

-7 

~ where 'Y(p ,t) is the probabili ty t htlo t a sin gle meteor 
echo occurs ft t time t ftnd produ ces a vector sign al 
P in th e r eceiver. 

The average over N can b e p erformed by mul ti
I ply ing wi th tl lO probability (2.1 ) of observing ex

actly N echoes in the in terval T twd S UIll ming over 
nIl N. 

A( I )= ~ (vT )N -,7' 
,e &=0 N ! e 

[ J j ' 7' -7-7 ] 
x p- vT 1- d2p 0 dt'Y (p ,t)eik' I}F(t o- t) . (2.7) 

'fo proceed f ur t her, one IllUs t e:'eH,min e th e probn -
-7 

bility density fUll ctio n 'Y(p ,t ) for a sillgle echo pulse . 
I Lw e were to examin e t he in te rval T in an a priori 
fas hion, we co uld estim a te th ilot N = vT ec hoes 
would most probably occur som ewh ere in t he in
terval. However , t heir ac tual t im e of occurren ce 
co uld not be predicted ,l.t all accura tely , ,wd one 
could only say th il t ,w indi vidu al met eo r is equ ally 
likely to occur a ny wh ere in th e interval , v iz, 

-7 1 -7 

'Y (]J, t )= 'J''Y (p ). (2.8) 

'-

( On e can exploi t this form in equ ation (2.7) by 
I no ting tb ftt 

I 1 J -7 ( T -7 T d2p Jo dt'Y (p )= l , 

-7 

sin ce 'Y (p ) itself must b e norllH1.lized to unity. Sub
stit uting this expression for the on e in t he expon en t 
of (2.7 ) allows one to cMl cel off the arbi trary fini te 
time in tervftl T . 

f ( 1' -7 -7-7 

~ A(k)= exp - v (ZZp Jo dt 'Y (p) [l _eik'PF(t- to )] (2.9) 

At this stage one can safely take the limit of infmi te 
sample length , T--'7 ro, since the expon en tial term's 

I uni t valu e for large time displacem en ts (i .e., F 
s mall) is now cancelled in the integrand. 

On e can further r educe expression (2.9 ) by recalling 
that the initia l echo pulses are randomly phased , 
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sin ce the distance from the transmi tter to each 
m eteor (and back ) is a random variable, when 
expressed in wavelength units. 

(2.10) 

H er e D (p) is the distribution of i nitial pulse heights, 
and ¢ is the a ngle between p a nd a convenien t 
r eference, which we choose as ti le Lr a nsform vector k. 
One can no w usc the i ll tegral defini tion of t he ze1'O
order B essel function to carry out t he a ng ular ¢ 
i n tegr aLio n i ll (2.9). 

A(k )= exp - v j' ''' elt C dpD (p) {l- J o [1cpF (to- t)] } 
o ~ 0 

(2. 11) 

T his expressio n, i n co njun c tion wi th Lh e F o urier 
transform (2.4), represen t Lhe forma l solu tio n to the 
problem at h a nd . T o proceed fur Lher wi t h th e cal
cula Lion of th e proba bili ty de nsity, one must assume 
explici t forms for the temporal decay fun ction F (T) 
a nd the pulse h eigh t disLribution D (p). 

3 . Meteors Which Decay Exponentially 

:-{osL of th e smaller, unclcrdense m eteor echo sig
nals arc found to decay exponentially, v i?, 

(3. 1) 

correspo nding to molec ular d iffusion of r d lecLin i? 
electrons in t he ion ized column of the m e (, eOl trail 
i lself. 1'110 decay time co nstan t rJ is r elaLed La Lhe 
diffusion co nsLant D at the heigh L of r efiecLion and 
Lhe waveleng th A of the radiatio n employrcl. 

(3 .2) 

There are, of course, overci cnse m e teor ech oes 2 

which do no t obey th :) simple decay la w (3.1), and 
one must treat them separately. 

In evalua ting A (k ) from eq (2. 11 ), it is convenien t 
to tak e th e r eference or meas uring time to to be zero 
and to run th e time backward in a positive sense. 

A(k)= exp - v 1'" dpD (p) 1'" el t [ l - Jo(kpe -t/~) ]. 
(3.3) 

One can simplify the calcula tion b y settling u = lcp 
exp - t/rJ and r eversing the order of in tegration . 

A (k )= exp- vrJ - [l - J o (u) ] elpD (p). f '" du f'" 
o U , ulk 

(3 .4) 

2 L. A. Mann ing and V. n. Eshelman, Meteors in th e ionosphere, P roc. IRE 
4 7, 186 (1959). 



The cumulative integral of D (p) expresses the proba
bility that thf' initial pulse heigh t equals or exceeds 
the lower limit. As noted earlier , m easm em ents of 
individual echo pulse heights show that 

J,ro 0 
l' dpD (p)= 1'1+.' (3 .5) 

and i t is presumed that this same law extends down 
to the smaller meteors which canno t be distinguished 
as individual echoes. The fractional exponent E 

has been variously reported to lie between 0 and 0.3. 
The case E= O is analytically important, since all 

of the required integra tions can be performed for 
this case and it serves as a good working example. 
Combining (3.4) and (3 .5 ), we find for this special 
case, 

f ro du (Ok) A(k )= exp-v1) 0 U [l - J o(u)] -:u ' 
or since the definite integral has unit value. 

A(k)= exp - v1) Qk. (3 .6) 

One may now compute the probability distribution 
for the r esultant signal by introducing (3.6) into 
expression (2.4). 

R f ro f 2" W(R , r/» =-2 dlck dwe ikR COS ( w- q,l e - v"Qk 
47r 0 0 

or 

(3.7) 

This distribution is independent of the phase angle 
r/>, expressing the fact that the vector sum of a large 
number of randomly phased vectors is itsclf randomly 
oriented. The probability density for R alone is 
obtained by integrating over r/> . 

W(R )dR 
(V1) Q)RdR 

lR2+ (VI) Q)2J3 /2 ' 
(3 .8) 

It is importan t to no te that this distribution does 
not possess finite momen ts of any order, although it 
is properly normalized to uni ty. This means that 
one canno t define an R~vIS signal level for describing 
the cumulative probability as suggested in eqs (1.1 ) 
and (1.2) . The root of the problem, of course, lies 
in the initial pulse heigh t distribution ass umption 
of eq (3.5). The in tegrals of W (R) diverge for 
large amplitudes, which, in turn , are produced by 
the very large individual echoes. The assumed 
distribution (3.5) does no t suppress these large 
echoes rapidly enough to insure convergence, although 
most worh.:ers agree that the form (3.5) must eventually 
change its rate of decrease wi th l' so as to properly 
represent the rarity of really large m eteors. 

The function which is commonly measured experi
mentally is the cumulative probability that the 
total signal amplitude R exceeds a prescribed level r. 

P ( IRI>1') = f ro dRW(R) 
1 

[l+(,;Q)]" (3 .9) 

This r esult is plotted on Rayleigh graph paper versus 
the ratio 1' fv1)Q in figure 2 . The Rayleigh cumula
tive distribution P = exp -(r2/2(J2) plots as a straigh t 
line with slope minus one on this paper. The 
probability of observing very small signals r is seen 
to follow the straight line R ayleigh behavior wi th 
slope minus one. This is b ecause the small argumen t 
expansion of eq (3.9) 

. 1 r2 
hm (P) = l - -Z -( Q) 2 
T-40 VI) 

(3. 10) 

l 

I 

I 

is essentially iden tical to that for the R ayleigh 
distribution (1.1) with (J = (VI) Q). On the other 
hand, we have already no ted that the meteor distri
bution (3.8) does not possess a finite variance, so I 

that V1) Q cannot be identified with an RMS signal 
level. N ote, however, that the curve in figme 2 
is displaced upward from the normal Rayleigh 
curve by a factor of ..J2= O.707 , since P (1') is plotted 
versus V1)Q , not ..J2v1)Q which would be the root 
m ean square signal level of a Rayleigh distribution 
with the sam e small amplitude asymptotic beh avior. 
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FIGURE 2 . Probabi lity that signal exceeds p1'escribed level f or 
exponential meteors with e= O, compared with R ayleigh , 
curve. 
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The cumulative probability distribution for the 
very large, unusual signals is markedly differen t 
than a Rayleigh distribution, reflecting the unique 
character of m eteor echo es. One may expand (3.9) 
for large T to find 

P(R>T)~V'Y/ Q 
r 

in agreement with the qualitative result (l.5). 
This also agrees in form with the basic assumption 
(3 .5) for the cumulative probability that an indi
vidual meteor echo amplitude exceeds the level r. 
The important difference is that eq (3.5) assumes 
that a meteor signal has just been received, whereas 
eq (3. 11 ) calculates the residual l arge meteor signal 
at any time. The additional factor V'Y/ in (3. 11) 
is the average rate of occurrence times the half 

\ life of individual m eteors, and is a measure of the 
fraction of time t hat the large, isolated meteor 
s ign als are greater than e- 1 of their initial value. 

The simplified theoretical result of eq (3.9) was 
compared with experimen tal data gathered by 
Bowles 3 on the H avana, Ill., to Boulder, Colo. , 
VHF scatter link operated by the National Bureau 
of Standards. Totalizer outputs obtained with 
rhombic an tennas directed off path were employed, 
so as to accentuate the m eteoric signal con tribution . 
Th e experimental points follow a Rayleigh distribu
tion above the 50 percent level, but indicate a 
higher probability of observing the very large 
signals produced by combinations of strong echoes 
than is predicted by the R ayleigh distribution. 
This is in q uali tative agreement with the theoretical 
result plotted in figure 2, al though the quanti tative 
agreement is not as precise as on e would like. It is 
believed that th e residual discrepancy can be traced 
to the three basic assumptions used in deriving 
eq (3.9 ) : 

l. The large m eteors do not decay exponent ially, 
as ass umed in eq (3.1), especially if th ey are strong 
eno ugh to produce overdense echoes . 

! 2. The assumption E= O in applying eq (3 .5) is 
I not conson an t with some m eteor Tadar experiments, 

which suggest small fractional values. 
3. The initial pulse height cumulative distribution 

(3.5) is almost certainly not con ect for the very 
large meteor end of the spectrum. 

The second possibility was ch eck ed numerically 
I' by r ederiving the transform fun ction A(k) for 

arbitrary E. 

f '" du QlcH , 
A (k)= exp - V'Y/ - [l - J o(u) ]·- -

, 0 u u 1+, 

(3. 12) 

3 K. L. Bowles, private communication. 

However, the coefficient of lc H ' which appears in 
th e polar integration for computing W(R) may b e 
r emoved by r enormalizing k itself. 

W(R) RdR= RdR i "" dkkJo(kR)e-"YkH , 

= dp [pi '" dzzJo (zp)e- zH ,] , (3. 13) 

with 
R 

P=-- and z=k'V1/t+, . 'Y1 /1+, I 

The fun ction given by th e bracketed integral in 
(3. 13) was tabulated numerically on a digital com
puting machine for th e followinO" values: E= O.l , 
0.2, 0.25, 0. 3, and th e r esul ts are plotted in figure 3. 

0.6 r-----,--.,-----o----,-- ---,,----,..--.,------, 

0.5 

4 .0 

FlO URE 3. Plots of the probab'ili ty that the in stantaneous s'ignal 
lies in the mnge R to R + d R .for vaI'ious values of the pamm
ete?' • which determines the disl1'ibut'ion of initial pulse heights 
fo r individual meteors. 

The cumulative probabili t~· corresponding to 
th e various E-fractional distribu tions (3.13) was 
also computed numerically using the analytical 
eq uivalenee 

(3.14) 

which follows by reversing th e order of in tegration, 
and treating the limits cautiously. The second form 
is plotted in figure 4 for various values of E on Ray
leigh paper. The various curves in this figure do 
not have the same asymptotic behavior because 
of different normalizat ions of the vertical scale 
for each E. However, one can imagine the signal 
levels adjusted for each case so that all approach 
the same Rayleigh limit . This would show that the 
P (r ) curves all fall between the E= O curve shown 
in figure 2 and the Rayleigh distr ibution straight 
lines. Insofar as the present data of Bowles suggests 
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FIGURE 4. Plots of the cumulative probability that the instan
taneous signal exceeds a prescribed level for various values of 
the parameter E which determines the distribu tion of initial 
pulse heights for individual meteors. 
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that th.e departure from Rayleigh is not as marked 
as that predicted in eq (3 .9), this would seem to 
indicate that values of ~ near 0.2 may give better 
agreement. On the other hand , the data sample 
now available is certainly too limited to pronounce 
final judgment. 

I 

The first two objections raised above also deserve 
further attention in a careful comparison of the 
theory with experiment. The approximate descrip
tions developed by Manning and Eshelman (see 
footnote 3) for overdense echoes were examined 
briefly, bu t unfortuJl ately tbe split (p) in tegration s i 
were not found to bo tractable analytically. 

Valuable discussions of the problem with V. R. 
Esbelman and T . A. Magness are acknowled ged. 
K . L. Bowles kindly made his experimen tal data 
available prior to publication . B . A. Troesch and 
L. Stohl er computed the numericalrosul ts displayed 
in figures 3 and 4. 

(Paper 64D 5- 8C ) 
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